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The purpose of this brand book is to provide
everyone working in Leman Language Services
and our suppliers and associates with a
summary and guide to our brand.
By understanding who our brand is and why it
exists, and the values we hold dear, we can play
our part in building the brand with consistency,
respect and love.
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BRAND
Who the brand is and what it stands for

BRAND
VISION

• We are the first choice in language
learning – the place where clients
and employees feel valued and
respected, where it is a joy to
learn and achieve language goals,
big or small.
• Our business is evenly divided
between providing language
services and copywriting, editing
and translation services.

Imagine the brand in 5 years’ time – describe it succinctly.
What is the top of our mountain? Is this relative to
competition?
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• We put people first
Always. We value your individual
approach to learning. We’ll support you
to build on your strengths and overcome
any learning barriers, so you achieve your
language goals. We care about the
wellbeing of our people and support
them, so they thrive in their work and
give you their best.

BRAND
VALUES

• Lifelong learning
We believe that learning languages
opens doors, forever. This is why we
inspire you to express yourself, to enjoy
the fascinating experience of other
cultures through language – whether
through travel, at work or within your
community.

• Teamwork
Teamwork is at the heart of our
business. We energise each other,
sharing knowledge and skills to find
creative solutions. We encourage
clients to work together too, learning
from each other in an inspiring and
enjoyable environment. When we
work together, we can achieve
remarkable results.

• Excellence
We never compromise quality. We are
dedicated to helping you achieve
excellence in language skills and
business communication, based on
our exceptional language and business
expertise.

• Supporting young people
Our brand values lie at the core of our company culture.
They are the moral compass of our brand and light our way
forward. We passionately believe in our values and ensure
that every decision we make is aligned with them. We expect
our suppliers and employees to share these values and
behave accordingly.

We have a social responsibility focus
to provide scholarships for young
women and girls, giving them
opportunities for learning that enables
them to transform their communities.
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BRAND
PURPOSE

• We inspire and support people to
learn and become more effective
communicators.
• By achieving their language goals,
people can reach their full
potential.

This is the brand why. It is the reason that Leman Language
Services exists, above and beyond making money.
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• We are creative, flexible and
responsive problem solvers, based
in Morges, Switzerland.

BRAND
POSITIONING

• We support local and international
organisations to communicate
effectively in French, English and
German by providing (1) language
services and (2) copywriting,
editing and translation services, to
meet each client’s unique needs.

• We thrive on serving people in the
languages and humanitarian
sectors.

This section explains who our target audiences are, the
results they desire (in terms of the functional benefits and
how they feel) and why they matter to us.
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AUDIENCES
FOR
LANGUAGE
SERVICES

Audience 1
• Individuals who work in organisations and whose role
requires travel
What they want:
• To pass their required French exams, to apply for jobs
and to feel more at home in French-speaking
Switzerland
How they buy:
• They choose LLS direct and their organisation pays via
expenses or budgets
How we attract them:
• Via Facebook

Audience 2
• HR managers and executives
What they want:
• To enhance company business language communication
skills
• To provide employees with language training to pass the
FIDE exams
• To support executives in their career changes
• To feel confident LLS is delivering effective learning
How they buy:
• They learn about LLS from individuals (Audience 1)
How we attract them:
• Via LinkedIn

Audience 3
• Individuals who learn languages for pleasure or to
support the education of teenage children
What they want:
• To improve their own language skills for travel
• Or to help their children pass their exams
How they buy:
• Ask friends for recommendations
• Search on Facebook or Google
How we attract them:
• Via Facebook
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AUDIENCES FOR
COPYWRITING,
EDITING AND
TRANSLATION
SERVICES

Audience 4
• Sole traders
What they want:
• More effective and consistent communications across
channels that attract their target audiences, both expats
and Swiss nationals
How they buy:
• Meet people through networking
• Ask friends or business acquaintances for
recommendations
• See posts or ads on social media
How we attract them:
• Via Facebook and LinkedIn

Audience 5
• HR managers working in internal communications within
humanitarian organisations
What they want:
• To rewrite website copy so it is more effective and better
targeted to their target audience
How they buy:
• Ask colleagues for referrals
• Ask their network
• Search online
How we attract them:
• Via LinkedIn

Audience 6
• Managers working in corporates including private pension
funds
What they want:
• To communicate more effectively, e.g., about the benefits
of pension funds
How they buy:
• Ask colleagues for referrals
• Ask their network
How we attract them:
• Via LinkedIn
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BRAND VALUE
PROPOSITION

• By inspiring and supporting you in improving your language skills, you will have
more confidence to make the most of business and social opportunities. By
immersing yourself in local culture through work or travel and communicating
better in writing and speaking, you will build effective relationships in shorter time
scales.
• We are flexible and adaptable and build our services around you. From using peer
learning and peer support to complement your language lessons to taking the time
to understand more about your messaging objectives, our communication experts
provide creative solutions to meet your needs.

The brand value proposition summarises why our target audiences will prefer to buy from our brand, instead of competitors. It leads with the
emotional benefits of working with Leman Language Services and supports with the functional benefits of the services provided. This summary helps
everyone working in the business to explain to clients why buying from Leman Language Services is a great decision.
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BRAND
PERSONALITY

HOW THE BRAND BEHAVES

HOW THE BRAND SPEAKS (TONE OF VOICE)

• Can-do creatives – finding creative solutions
for every problem

• Inspiring – enthusing about languages, lifelong learning
and better communications at every opportunity

• Collaborative – working as a team internally
and with clients to get the desired results

• Supportive – encouraging clients to achieve their goals,
with empathy

• Responsive – responding to clients quickly
and positively

• Expert – conveying our language expertise with confidence
to gain trust

• Inclusive – bringing diverse people together
through language

• Playful – using light-heartedness and a light touch to
connect with people

• Energetic – bringing our passion and
excitement into daily work

HOW THE BRAND LOOKS (STYLE, IMAGERY, COLOURS)

• Think glocal – supporting expats to integrate
and experience life beyond work

• International outlook – being a Swiss
company with a global vision for learning
and communication

• Bold – our striking style, imagery and colours
• Expert – our writing style, colours, design and images build
client confidence in our expertise
• Uncluttered – our web design, photo images and Canva
designs are uncluttered and clean
• Inclusive – our images reflect our multicultural, multigenerational and glocal audiences

Defining the distinctive brand personality helps make the Leman Language Services brand appear human across all communications. The more the
brand is perceived as having human characteristics, the easier it is for our audiences to develop emotional connections with Leman Language Services .
There are three key ways in which we send signals that the brand is being human – how it acts (aligned with the brand values and purpose), how it
speaks (often called tone of voice) and how it looks (having a distinctive visual style, colours and imagery). All of these are equally important.
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Brand Essence
• People
> As a brand we put people first
and people are at the heart of
everything we do

BRAND
ESSENCE &
STRAPLINE

Brand strapline
• Inspiring lifelong learning

The essence of the brand is a succinct summary of what the
brand stands for and what differentiates it. This can be one
word, a sentence or a paragraph.
There are different types of brand strapline – from
descriptive, to call to action, to superlative and thoughtprovoking. This is our call to action.
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BRAND IDENTITY
Representing the brand consistently

LOGO
FORMATS

The main logo, to be used wherever possible.
Use on white or very light backgrounds.

Black version. Best used when colour logo can’t
be used. Use on a white or light background.

White version. Best used when colour logo
can’t be used. Use on dark backgrounds.
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LOGO
SPACING

Always allow the logo space to ‘breathe’ – with
a minimum of the height of the ‘L’ above and
below – and the width of the ‘L’ on either side.
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ICON

The icon represents a globe and the multifaceted nature of our business. It can used
alone on marketing communications such as
social media posts.
It is also used as the favicon on the website tab
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FONT FAMILY

WORD & POWERPOINT

WEBSITE

CANVA

Headers:

Headers:

Headers:

Calibri Light

Lato Light

Lato Light

Body copy:

Body copy:

Body copy:

Calibri Light

Lato Light

Lato Light

Quotes:
See next page…

Quotes:
See next page…

LOGO FONT:
?
Reserve this font for logo use only, so it
stays special to the logo and avoids
confusion between logo and headers
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Bad Script – free script from Google

Charm – free script from Google

SCRIPT FONT
OPTIONS

Balista – paid script from Dafont

Howard Jades – paid script from Dafont

Great Wishes – paid script from Dafont
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CORE COLOURS
• Blue and white - blue is a favourite
amongst both men and women and in the
corporate world. It conveys intelligence,
communication, trust and calm. White is
clean and pure.
WHITE

COLOUR
PALETTE

ACCENT & CALL-TO-ACTION COLOUR

RGB 0 119 207
HEX 0077CF

RGB 0 26 114
HEX 001A72

RGB 0 61 165
HEX 003DA5

NEARLY BLACK

GREY

RGB 8 8 8
HEX 080808

RGB 65 65 65
HEX 414141

RGB 255 255 255
HEX FFFFFF

• Orange – sociable, youthful and fun –
orange adds warmth and vitality to
communications.

TEXT COLOURS
• Nearly Black – for Word & PowerPoint
body copy – great impact yet slightly
softer than black.
• Grey – for website body copy
• Use core colours for headers and subheaders.

RGB 255 130 0
HEX FF8200
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IMAGES
• Business people and the team
• Learning. Speaking. Online and inperson learning.

IMAGERY &
STYLE

• Images of Swiss towns and cities
and everyday life.
• Using light and bright colours to
reinforce cheerfulness.
• Linking to brand colours where
possible.
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• We address our target audience directly, using “you” to create a personal connection. We use “we” to show
we are approachable, and “Leman Language Services” for building our brand authority. See Appendix II.
• We speak directly to our target audiences, avoiding jargon, slang, unnecessary words and wishy-washy
language. We use language that everyone can understand in a clear, concise writing style. We are not
patronising.
• We empathise with their problems and ask questions to connect with them emotionally, demonstrating we
understand them and the results they are looking for.

TONE OF
VOICE

• We lead with benefits to demonstrate how we support our audience in achieving their goals. We use the
active voice to reflect our can-do creative approach. We are expert and professional yet without
pretensions.
• We frame things in a positive way and avoid negative language. For example, we say “our blended language
learning fits in with your busy schedule” rather than “our blended language learning will not disrupt your
schedule”.
• We always show sensitivity and deliver our message using language appropriate for the situation. For
example, playfulness has no place in a social media post on coronavirus yet would be appropriate for a post
about one of our social events.
• We align our writing with our visual style, using white space and headings for a clear and uncluttered reader
experience.

See Appendices for details of Leman Language Services vocabulary and power words
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• Website copy
> Our web page copy tone is informative, inspiring, inclusive and can-do creative. Our tone is also
expert yet informal and unpretentious. Because there can be up to three key audiences for
each language or services page, tone is not specific to one audience but is consistent across the
website.

• Blog posts
> Our general blog post tone is informative, inspiring and inclusive.

TONE OF
VOICE

• Social media posts
> Facebook is where we demonstrate our expertise in French language learning – here we
communicate mainly with expats and small business owners. Our tone is expert, inspiring,
supportive, inclusive, glocal and collaborative. We use relevant images (photographs or Canva
designs) to entice people to read our message.
> LinkedIn posts tap into people’s business interests and concerns as well as business sector news
and practices. The tone here is expert, inspiring and inclusive to position LLS as experts in
languages and communication services.

• Marketing brochure
> Our tone is informative, inspiring and persuasive.
See Appendices for details of Leman Language Services vocabulary and power words
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BRINGING THE BRAND
TO LIFE
Appendices: Vocabulary and Power Words
Content Guides

ABOUT LEMAN LANGUAGE SERVICES:
• Flexible customer-focused service. Flexible language training. Flexible language services
• Effective communication. Expert language training
• Tailored (not bespoke - unfamiliar word in Swiss English). Flexible, personalised, tailor-made
solutions

APPENDIX 1
VOCABULARY

• Can-do creatives. Collaborative/teamwork/work with you. Responsive.
• Inspire/inspiring. Encourage/encouraging. Energetic
• Professional. Expert(s)/expertise. Specialise/specialists

• Dedicated. Focused. Supportive. Serve/serving/service. Caring/care. Welcome/invite.
• Inclusive. Glocal (global and local). International outlook
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ABOUT OUR TARGET AUDIENCES:
• Empower. Better communicator
• Freedom to travel. Speak the language.
• Support. Confident/confidence. Achieve your goals. Success in your career

• Language level. Personalised training

APPENDIX 1
VOCABULARY

• Integrate into your community. Feel more at home
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EXAMPLES OF HEADINGS/PHRASES FOR WEBSITE, MARKETING POSTER AND SOCIAL
MEDIA USE:
• Inspiring you to achieve your learning goals
• Learn English and travel the world. Extend your horizons through language

• Supporting you to reach new horizons (through language)

APPENDIX 1
VOCABULARY

• Connecting people through language. Learn a language and go places
• Freedom to study wherever you choose. Imagine doing business and speaking the language
• Imagine travelling the world and speaking the language. Imagine living abroad and speaking
the language
• Learn French/German and live the Swiss life
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To make an emotional connection with the reader, we use ‘power’ words. Jon Morrow’s list is a useful reference
https://smartblogger.com/power-words/
ENCOURAGEMENT POWER WORDS
• We thrive on supporting and inspiring our students, so we love encouragement power words such as amazing,
conquer, empower, excellent, excited, fabulous, faith, fantastic, fulfil, heart, life-changing (if it really is), strengthen,
strong, stunning, thrive, unique, uplifting, splendid and win.

APPENDIX 2
POWER
WORDS

LUST POWER WORDS
• We use lust power words to invoke craving in readers, such as captivating, compelling, delight, desire, divine,
embrace, engage/engaging, entice, excite, fascinate/fascinating, heavenly, intense, intriguing, longing, passionate,
pleasure, satisfy and tempting.
GREED POWER WORDS
• For a special offer or promotion, we use greed power words such as bonus, bright, bold, discount, don’t miss out,
effective, exclusive, fortunate, free, make money, new, save, savings, smart, successful, unbeatable and value. We
use the most effective greed power word – you!
SAFETY POWER WORDS
• We use safety power words to show we are expert and reliable, such as accredited, approved, authentic,
authoritative, because, best-selling, case study, expert, genuine, guaranteed, money-back, no obligation, no risk,
privacy, proven, refund, reliable, research, results, risk-free and trustworthy.
FORBIDDEN POWER WORDS
• We use forbidden power words to invoke curiosity, such as fascinating, secret, unleash, unlock and unspoken.

FEAR POWER WORDS
• We do not use fear power words, such as warning, fail, risky, looming, warning or last chance.
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WEBSITE HOME PAGE

• We will make it clear

APPENDIX 3
CONTENT
GUIDES

>
>
>
>
>

What we do
How it makes clients’ lives better
The next steps to buy, book a lesson or simply get in touch with us
What people say about working with us
Links to other pages to discover how we serve them

WEBSITE ABOUT US PAGE
• We will help clients discover
>
>
>
>
>

Why they’ll love working with us
Our values, motivations and humanity
The next steps to buy, book a lesson or simply get in touch with us
What people say about working with us
Links to other pages to discover how we serve them
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